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within the presence management system is provided to manage

these profiles.

For example, an entity's profile contains the following

items which may be entered by the entity or watched party or

may be default information that is prespecified :-

e Contact addresses for that entity on each of a number of

access communications networks or component parts of an

access communications network.

“e A set of the possible context presence values for the

entity, e.g. sat hotie®, “at-work”, “travelling”, “not-able-
ee “unknown”. For many of these the system also

holds attributes, e.g. geographical location.

e Minor changes to the default rules for moving from one

context presence to another.

e The entity’s own view of what potential audiences its

exposed presence has, e.g. family, friends, colleagues.

Members of each potential audience see a different

projection of the entity's presence. In application to

enterprises, the administrator is able to provide audience

definitions common to many entities (ct: E-mail

distribution lists).

e A watcher authentication level for each audience to allow

the entity to have safeguards that a watcher really does

belong to an audience.

° For some sorts of communication (e.g. instant messages

informing of new E-mail) the entity may wish to exercise

fine-grained control and insist on the watcher making a
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micro-subscription. The attributes of such a subscription

can also be subject " €0 an entity’s rules (cf. E-mail

filters)

When an entity is first registered with a presence

5 management system server 10 there is a substantial amount of

data capture required. In order that the work-load of the

entity is reduced reliance is put on default information and

a type of “wizard” is used to help the user enter the

required information quickly and easily. Later, the data can

10 be subsequently modified by the watched party or entity.

These functions are carried out by the profile management

system 56.

For example, in the case of an entity representing a

human user the interaction provided by the “wizard” data

15° Capture process can be as follows:

e The user chooses from a number of life-styles, “office-

worker”, “travelling-salesman” or “executive”. Each life-

style being represented by a template with default values.

e Each choice leads to a dialog tailored for that choice.

20 For example, to establish the geographical location of the
home and of the office. Additional locations are created if

appropriate.

e In one embodiment, the presence management system is able

to detect and capture details about the devices that the

25 entity uses for communicating.

e Definitions of potential audiences for the user’s npewende

(family, friends etc.)
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e Finally, the user will decide which contact information is

notified to members of which audiences for what changes in

context presence.

Some parts of the configuration are complicated and these are

initially masked from the user until they press the “advanced

options” button.

The presence management system also contains a raw

presence manager 55 which manages an .unprocessed collection

of presence indicators. The raw presence. manager 55 orders

the presence indicators into a table or other structure which:

is indexed by entity. In this way each presence indicated is

accessible on the basis of the entity to which it relates.

Large volumes of presence indicators can be stored by the raw

presence manager 55. However, by their very nature, presence

indicators become redundant once more recent’ presence

indicators about a given entity become available and a

process for updating presence indicators or giving weights to

these indicators on the: basis of age is provided.

The multiple access communications network 11 is made up

of one Or more communications networks, such as a public

switched telephone network 52 and a wireless communications

network 51. An event gateway, specific to the type of

communications network, is provided for _— communications

network or each technology, such as mobile telephones and

copper wire telephones. Note that the Internet is logically

a federation of several access networks and a core data

network using a common Internet Protocol (IP) substrate.
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Event gateways receive raw data from the=access

networks, pre-process this and pass it onto the raw presence

Manager via one or more event inputs 16. Examples of these

events are keyboard activity on a terminal, movement between

cells in a cellular communications network and change of VLR

(Visitor Location Register) and off-hook events in a PSTN.

Other events include use of the “last offered incoming call”

service on a public switched peLepnens network, details from

calendar services and the opening of a Palm Pilot 7 (trade

mark) lid. Event gateways produce an authenticated, time

ordered series of location data events that have aan

filtered and homogenised. That is, only information about

users being tracked by this presence system is passed to the

raw presence manager. This is achieved by using a filter in

the event gateway or in the events input 16. Also, events

are presented to the raw presence manager in a technology

neaeee format (all the idiosyncrasies of different access

network technology are hidden by the event gateway as far as

possible).

An event gateway is divided into two parts. A first

part interfaces with the presence management system10 whilst
a second part interfaces with the access network. The two

parts of the event gateway communicate using a protocol over

an interface. Different types of event gateway are provided:

according to the type of access network used.

As described above a subscription is made when a watcher

registers an interest in the presence of an entity. A
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subscription manager 57 is provided within the presence

Management system 10 in order to manage the subscription

process. |
Users or services (watching parties) outside of the

presence management system may subscribe to presence

information about particular clients (watched parties) of the
presence system. If the presence management system comprises

multiple servers this request is routed to the home server

for the client (watched See in question. The subscription

request is made over one of a number of protocols: IMPP, WAP

or possibly IcQ. In each case the subscription request

contains a return address for notifications (e.g. an IMPP

address), some identification information for the subscriber

or watching party (so that the presence client's propagation

restrictions can be obeyed) and the identity of the presence.

client about whom presence information is sought.

In one example, the 1itecine of a subscription is
controlled by the subscriber, i.e. the subscriber (watching

party) declares when its interest in a given presence client

is over. However, if the watching party does not take “—
action to declare the end of its’ interest "seme old

subscriptions eventually become garbage. In one case,

subscriptions are held persistently (for fault recovery) and

this creates an issue of garbage collection. For example,

all subscriptions that are inactive for one hour may be

deleted.
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In the case of Instant Message notification of an

awaiting e-mail, for example, the decision on whether the

client is “on-line” to a particular e-mail notification may

be a function of the sender, the size and possibly of

keywords within the subject of the e-mail. Rather than the

subscriber presenting this, second order, information at the
point of sending the Instant Message, the initial

subscription may capture all the information upon which the

reachability decision is made. What might have been a single

subscription by an e-mail notification service regarding a

single client may then be replaced by a set of fine-grained

subscriptions each regarding that client’s willingness to

receive a certain e-mail notification.

In this case, IMPP is extended to carry additional

parameters. This may be in the form of an XML string. For

example, in the case of an e-mail notification service, the

IMPP subscribe also contains <subscription-detail type="IM”

reftype="e-mail” from="fred”">. One possibility is that the

presence system eenpenda to such a subscription by asking for

further information. e.g., if the rules asserted by the

client cover the “to” field of the e-mail (i.e. who else

has/will receive it) then the response is to refuse the

subscription giving an appropriate reason.

The presence management system 10 also comprises an

exposed presence manager 58 as illustrated in Figure 5. As

described above “exposed presence” is a view of an entity’s

presence that is exposed to a watcher. It is derived
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according to rules defined for that entity and in this way,

an entity exhibits different exposed presences to different

audiences. The function of the exposed presence manager 58

is to “decide” what information to make available to watching

parties on the basis of rules 15 and other criteria set by

watched parties or defined as defaults.

In the case that there is a change in the information

available, for example, because new information arrives via

an event gateway 53, then the exposed presence manager 58 25

triggered. The exposed presence manager then checks for

active subscriptions to the watched party in respect of whom

the new information has arrived. Tf some active

subscriptions are present, the exposed presence manager 58

consults” the rules 15 and determines what (if any)

information to make available to the watching parties who

‘have active subscriptions.

The presence management system 10 may also have an

interface 59 to ICQ and/or IMPP 60 or WAP 61 protocol

outputs. Information that is made available to watching

parties who have active subscriptions can be made via this

interface 59 or these outputs.

The presence management system also comprises a

connection manager 59 in some examples. In the cases that

the presence management system itself forwards communication

requests direct’ to watched parties, the connection manager 59

provides this forwarding facility using connect gateways 54.

At least one connect gateway 54 is provided for each type of
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access network. Part of the function of the connection

manager 59 is to “decide” which connect gateway 54 should .be

used for a particular communication request and to manage

changes between connect gateways 54 according to. the

communication requirements. As well as this the connection

manager determines which access media is used for a given

interaction in the event that more than one access medium is

available and suitable.

In one embodiment the connection manager 59 comprises a

mediation component 62. This enables messages in one format

e.g. voice to be changed into another format e.g. email, in

order to provide flexibility for watched parties and watching

parties. The mediation component 62 uses rules to decide

whether and how best to change the format of a given message.

The presence management system also comprises a raw

presence manager 55. The raw presence manager 55 obtains and

stores information from the event gateways 53 and processes

this information to form a “context prewencee for each

watched party. A plurality of default contexts are defined

such as “at home’, “at work desk", “travelling” and

information received from the event gateways 53 together with

other watched party information is used'to determine which

context applies for a given watched party at a particular

time. Rules are used to aid this determination process. For

example, rules for mapping location indicators onto presence

contexts are pre-defined. Watched parties are also able to

enter their own rules and presence contexts for use by the
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raw presence manager 55.

The rules used by the raw presence manager 55 and the

exposed presence manager 58 are always locally resolvable.

Many of the other components of the presence management

system use rules. These may be stored in one rule base or

alternatively stored in conjunction with the particular

components of the presence management system. For .example,

the connection manager 59 uses rules to. decide which of

several possible connection options to prefer.

The interface between the raw presence manager 55 and

the exposed presence manager 58 may be distributed. The two

managers 55, 58 have different requirements. The raw

presence manager 55 makes only local updates to a data store

14 based on its input data. It exhibits a low latency so that

location data from event gateways 53 need not be backed up

persistently. That is, once processed by the raw presence

Manager 55 any sugaimieané changes are held in the data store
14.

The exposed presence manager 58 has to engage in a

number of external interactions, over a variety of protocols

to propagate ‘presence information to subscribers. It is

either triggered directly from the data store 14, as a reflex

to the updates made by the raw presence manager 55 or there

is a direct Likertade between the two.

In one embodiment a computer program stored on a

computer readable medium is orovided. Figure 6 is a flow

diagram of the method implemented by the computer program.
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This computer program is adapted to control a presence

management system such that connections are managed between

watching parties and watched parties. This presence

Management system is suitable for use in a multiple access

communications network, and said computer program is arranged

to control said presence management system such that:-

(i) a store of watched party information is created (box 701

of Figure 6);

(ii) a set of rules about connection criteria are formed (box

702 of Figure 6);

(iii) information about events that occur in said multiple

access communications network is received in use via an

input (box 703 of Figure 6); and

(iv) connection requests are received from watchers in use;

and on receipt of a request from a watching party for a

connection with a watched party, information about

whether that watched party currently permits connections

to be established with it is provided, said information

being determined on the basis of said store, said rules

and suia inmgae information about events; and wherein at

least one party is a service (box 704 of Figure 6).

Figure 7 is a flow diagram of another example of such a -

method implemented by a computer program. In this case,

watched parties first register 801 with a presence management

system and input information 802 which is used to form rules.

This information is about the watched party’s communication
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criteria and preferences, such as what types of terminal he

or she uses and which modes of commundeation are preferred at

different times of the day.

The presence management system may then receive a number

of different types of input. For example, a subscription 803

from a watching party may be received, in which case the

subscription details are recorded 809. For example, this

could be a request by a watching party to be informed about

any change of state in a watched party.

The presence management system may also receive an

incoming event 804. ‘In this case, the method involves

checking 805 all the current subscriptions to see if the

incoming event is relevant to any of these. If so,

notifications are sent out B06 to the watching parties who

made the relevant’ subscriptions. ~ The record of the

subscriptions is then updated 805. For example, a

subscription may be arranged to be activated only once and

then deleted.

The presence management system may also receive an

incoming connection request 807 from a watching party. In

this case the presence management system checks "the
availability of the watched party and if appropriate

establishes a connection or forwards the connection request

to the watched party 808.

In one example, a presence management system comprises:

a first input arranged to receive requests from watching

parties in use, each of which may be of one of three types:
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(a) a. notification request being in respect of a watched

party and, optionally, a specific event, (b) a contact

request in respect of a watched party, or (c) a fetch request

in respect of a watched party. The presence management

system also has a second input arranged to receive

information about events, relating to said watched parties,

that occur in said multiple access communications network in

use. As well as this a third input is provided, arranged to

receive and store information entered by a watched party.
This information relates to the said watched party and is

used to transform the incoming events and control watching

parties in respect of the information that they may receive

about the watched party. The information is stored so that

it can be associated with the watched party to which it

relates. The presence management system has a processor

arranged such that in use, when information about an event

relating to a particular watched party is received, the

information is transformed in accordance with the information

previously received from the watched party. When information

about an event relating to a particular watched party is

received, any watching parties who. made woLTeAeatton requests
about that particular watched party are notified. This is

done provided that the stored information does not forbid or

restrict the transmission of a notification at that time.

For example, the watching party may have specified that he or

she should not be interrupted between 9 am and 10 am. Ifa

contact request is received, contact is only established by
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the presence management system if the required terminals are
available and if the user preferences of both parties allow

contact to be eeeapienes. If a fetch request is received,

part or all of the information relating to a watched party is

transmitted to the watching party, according to user

preferences and criteria set by the watched party. In this

way a watching party can quickly and easily obtain all

available information about a watched party.

A range of applications are within the scope of the

present invention. These include any presence sanugemedt:
systems in which a warched party is able to control who has

access to his or her direct contact details and for how long;

the watched party can also prevent others from gaining access

to his or her direct contact details. The invention also

encompasses a computer program for controlling such a

presence management system and a multiple access

communications network which comprises such a presence

management system.
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Claims 

1.

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

A presence management system suitable for use in a

multiple access communications network by watching

parties and watched parties, said presence management

system comprising:-

an input arranged to access a store of watched party

information;

information about connection criteria;

an input arranged to receive information about events

that occur in said multiple access communications

network in use; and

an input arranged to receive connection requests from

watchers in use; and wherein said presence management

system is arranged such that, in use, on receipt of a

request from a watching party for a connection with a

watched party, a connection address for that watched

party is provided under controlled conditions, said

conditions being determined on the basis of said watched

party information, said information about connection

criteria and said input information about events.

A presence management system as claimed in Claim 1

wherein said connection address is only operable for a

limited time.

A pxevemee Management system as claimed in claim 1 or

claim 2 wherein said connection address is only operable

for a limited number of connection attempts.
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A presence management system as claimed in any preceding

claim wherein the request from the watching party is

forwarded to the connection address provided, in such a

way that the watching party has no access to that

connection address.

A presence management system as claimed in any preceding

claim wherein at least one of the parties is an

automated service.

A presence management system as claimed in claim 5

wherein said automated service is a watching party.

A presence management system as claimed in claim 5

wherein said automated service is a watched party.

A presence management system as claimed in any preceding

claim wherein at least one of said parties comprises a

plurality of individuals.

A presence management system as claimed in any preceding

claim wherein said presence management system is further

arranged to provide information about the geographical

locationof a watched party in use, on the basis of said
received information about events that occur in said

multiple access communications network.

A presence management system as claimed in any preceding

claim wherein said presence management system is further

arranged to provide information about the current

activity of a watched party, on the ee of said

received information about events that occur in said

multiple access communications network.
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13.

14.

15.

(i)
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A presence management system as claimed in any preceding

claim wherein said presence management system is

arranged to provide information about types of

connection that a watched party is able to participate

in.

A presence management system as claimed in any preceding

claim which further comprises a monitor for monitoring

said received information about events and wherein said

presence management system is arranged cor provide
information about a change in the availability of a
watched party.

A presence management system as claimed in any preceding

claim wherein said store of watched party information

comprises watched party connection preferences.

A presence management system as claimed in any preceding

Claim and wherein a plurality of said events are

initiated by watched parties and comprise a

communication via said multiple access network.

A computer program stored on a computer readable medium,

said computer program being adapted to control a

presence management system, said presence management

system being suitable for use in a multiple access

communications network by watched parties and watching

parties, said computer program being arranged to control

said presence management system such that:-

a store of watched party information is accessed;
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information about connection criteria is accessed;

(iii) information about events that occur in said multiple

(iv)

16.

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

access communications network is received in use via an

input; and

connection requests are received from watchers in use;

and on receipt of a request from a watching party for a

connection with a watched party, a connection address

for that watched party is provided under controlled

conditions, said conditions being determined on the

basis of said watched party information, said

information about connection criteria and said input

information about events.

A multiple access communications network comprising a

presence management system, said presence management

system being for use by watching parties and watched

parties, said presence management system comprising: -

An input arranged to access a store of watched party

information;

information about connection criteria;

an input arranged to receive information about events

that occur in said multiple access communications

network in use; and

an input arranged to receive connection requests from

watchers in use; and wherein said presence management

system is arranged such that, in use, on receipt of a

request from a watching party for a connection with a
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(i)

(ii)

52

watched party, a connection address for that watched

party is provided under controlled conditions, said

conditions being determined on the basis of said watched

party information, said information about connection

criteria and said input information about events.

A method of operating a presence management system

suitable for use in a multiple access communications

network, said presence management system being for use

by watching parties and watched parties, at least one of

said parties being an automated service, said method

comprising the steps of:-

accessing a store of watched party information;

accessing information about connection criteria;

(iii) receiving information about events that occur in said

(iv)

multiple access communications network; and

‘on receipt of a request from a watching party for a

connection with a watched party, a connection address

for that watched party is provided under controlled

conditions, said conditions being determined on the

basis of said watched party information, said

in®ocnattod about connection criteria and .said input
information about events.
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Ottawa Asterisk User Group kickoff »

iotum History

You may,or maynot, know thehistory of iotum. Weincorporated in December 2003,and hired our
first developer, Todd Jefferson in August 2004. From August 2004 until March 2005, we experimented
with a numberofdifferent product concepts. Webuilt, tested, and threw away prototypesuntil we
arrived at the current concept for iotum. It was codenamed Boomerang Server Edition, or BSE.

Last Friday, the team updated our desktop plugins and server code, based on several months of feedback
from ourfirst beta. This morning wereleased our Asterisk integration kit to the web,andalsoourfirst
broad beta. And, partway through the morning,I got this email from Todd.

With this commit into Subversion:

1516 | andrewh | 2005-03-14 15:36:26 -0500 (Mon, 14 Mar2005)| 2 lines

Continuousintegration for #305:

Beginning to port the classes from the old rule code.

Boomerang Server Edition was born.

621 tests,

1396 webapptests,

6 platform/switchintegrations,

~110000lines of code

3 awards

3 patent applications

and 385 dayslater, we release.

Cool! Congratulations to the team. It’s a great accomplishment.

htto:/Aiotum.com/simplyrelevant/2006/04/03/iotum-history/ 5/15/2006
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. iotiim History -- Simply Relevant Page 2 of 4

This entry was posted on Monday,April 3rd, 2006 at 11:07 pm andis filed under Business, News. You can follow any
responsesto this entry through the RSS 2.0 feed. You can leave a response,or trackback from your ownsite.

  

  

9 Responses to “iotum History”

1. J./ Million Lines -- Alec Saunders .LOG Says:
April 3rd, 2006 at 11:14 pm

[...] A little iotum history was made today. Read aboutit on SimplyRelevant.[...]

2. Martin Dufort Says:
April 4th, 2006 at 8:14am

Ah!!! The mythical LOC number. Funny howtime passesand wearestill sticking to that
figure!!!. However,I think the best part of this post is the numberoftests, close to 2000.I think
the best figure to publish is the ratio between TLOC (T=Testing) and ALOC (A=Application).

Striving for a high numberwithin this area is key andthis is the difference we are now seeing
between projects doneat the end of the 80’s / early 90’s and today’s project.

Congratulations and give us a sense of the T/A LOCratio.

Bye - Martin

  
3. Frank Miller Says:

April 4th, 2006 at 8:16 am
  

I’m confused. Is the 1.1 Million supposed to be 110,000 lines of code?

4. Randy Charles Morin Says:
April 4th, 2006 at 10:08 am

Congrats!

5. Rick DuffSays:
April 4th, 2006 at 10:30 am

Was the lines of code 1.1M or 110k? (yourtitle says one thing, the text another)

Regardless, congrats are in order.

Rick..

6. Alec Says:

Yes - I must be getting old! Dropped a zero. Will correctit.

>

7. Jim Says:

http://iotum.com/simplyrelevant/2006/04/03/iotum-history/ 5/15/2006
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April 8th, 2006 at 5:26 pm

Congratulations, Alec!

8. Jim Says:
April 8th, 2006 at 5:42 pm

And congratulations to Todd and the other contributors, I better add!

9. Alec Says:
May 8th, 2006 at 10:11 am

Testing the new capchatool to block comment spam.

Leave a Reply

Name(required)

Mail (will not be published) (required)

Website

oN af? . » oF “Ne
as~ . _ “ af

“BG BD Ke
ay _ Seacehmy D8 a

You must read and type the § chars within 0..9 and A..F, and submit the form.

Oh no,I cannotread this. Please, generate a new1D 

Simply Relevant is proudly powered by WordPress

http://iotum.com/simplyrelevant/2006/04/03/iotum-history/ 5/15/2006
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OurSolution| iotum™ Page 1 of 2a

HOME | CONTACT | CAREEI

Home >»Our Solution

iotunt
SimPLYRELEVANT Our Solution

  

ABOUT IOTUM™ IOTUM -— Innovating the Frontiers of
PATTTTT Communications Services

OUR SOLUTION . ; ; ;
{OTUMis revolutionizing communications by enabling busy professionals to

~ ee~ connect with the right people atthe right time.
MOBILE
PROFESSIONALS Partnering with telephony,cellular and VolP companies

veeee eeees worldwide, |OTUMis driving the developmentof
ae "a breakthrough communications services thattransform the

SERVICE PROVIDERS way people work — making them morecreative, productive
oe a - Bei] and responsive.

PRODUCT ;
NEWS eTay The company's patent-pending technology wasrecently

ng abil an ie SSSR LCE es awarded the 2005 Productof the Year Award byInternet
Telephony magazine.

SIGNUP TO BETA TEST
1joTUM™

The iotum™ Relevance Engine™

The iotum™ Relevance Engine™ is the world's first smart platform to intelligently
. filter, rank and prioritize calls based on their relevanceto you.

Thetypical office workeris interrupted every three minutes by a phonecall, e-mail,
instant messageorotherdistraction. With the ever-rising influx of distractions, how
can westay focused on ourpriorities? How can we determine which
communications are relevant to the task at hand? How can webeassured that

importantcalls will always get through andfind us?

Enter iotum, the world's first smart platform that solves the problem of
communication overload. iotum prioritizes all voice communications so that busy
professionals cantalk to whom they want, when they want, and on the device they
want — without changing the way they work orlive.

By mapping inbound communications to work behaviourandpriorities, (OTUM
dramatically improves productivity by ensuring that inbound communications are
relevant to the task at hand. IOTUMis simple for users to configure and
seamlessly connects to their calendar and instant messaging (IM) tools to
determine how specific calls should be handled - makingfiltering decisions based
on who's calling, time of day, what is on the calendar,etc.

iotum products and services meetthe needsof today’s ultraconnected mobil

How It Works

The lIOTUMserviceis based on the patent-pending IOTUM Relevance Engine™ —
a network-based communications platform that understands whois calling and
knowswhatto do with the call based on the user's preferences,priorities,
behaviors, and other contextual information. IOTUM intelligently filters and routes
Calls - offering an enhanced user experience and enabling the quick deployment of
innovative, value-added services.

http://www.iotum.com/our_solution.php 5/15/2006
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Like a search engine, I|OTUM's Contextualizer constantly indexes and categorizes
contextual information. It provides ‘what, where, when'information to the Rules
Processor, which determinesif and how a call should be routed.Utilizing an easily
implemented XML-RPCServicesInterface, |OTUM connects to your Softswitch,
Media Gatewayor IP-PBX.

Interested in joining the relevance revolution?
Sign-uptotryit

 
. a ioe
_Sarvices Interface  

 

The {OTUM Relevance engine™

To learn more about the IOTUM Relevance Engine™:
> Datasheet (PDF)
> Voice2.0:Manifesto for the Future (PDF)
> simplyrelevant (Blog)
 

 

lotum Corporation 6 Gurdwara Road, Suite 205 Ottawa,ON Canada K2E 8A3
P: +1 613 482-9099| F: +1 613 482-9098| E: iota@iotum.com | Legal | PrivacyPolicy
Copyright © totum Corporation. All rights reserved.
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We bring relevance to communications

 
IOTUMis revolutionizing the way people manage their communi-
cations. Founded in 2003, |OTUM makesbusy professionals more
productive and responsive by connecting them with the right peo-
ple at the right time - ensuring that inbound communications are
relevant to the task at hand.

Distractions: Our Biggest Productivity Drain

Thetypical office worker is interrupted every three minutes by a
phonecall, e-mail, instant message or other distraction.' With the
ever-rising influx of distractions, how can we stay focused? How
can we determine which communications need our immediate
attention and which ones can wait?

IOTUM

IOTUM is a Web 2.0 service that solves the problem of communi-
cation overload.It prioritizes all voice communications so that
busy professionals can talk to whom they want, when they want,
and on the device they want ~ without changing the way they
work or live. By mapping inbound communications to personal
priorities, IOTUM dramatically improves users'ability to focus their
attention on things that matter most.

How It Works

The IOTUMservice is based on the IOTUM Relevance Engine™ -
an intelligent communications platform that understands whois
Calling and knows whatto do with the call based on the user's
preferences,priorities, behaviors, and other contextual information.

 

‘ Cnet News,Ina Fried, 21 July 2005

JOTUM is simple to configure and seamlessly connects to users'
calendar and instant messaging (IM) tools to determine how
specific calls should be handled - makingfiltering decisions based
on who'scalling, time of day, whatis on the calendar, etc. By paying
attention to calling habits, IM presence, schedule, and location,
IOTUM can:

® Bring relevant calls to users’ attention and send the others to
voicemail;

® Dynamically route important calls to cell phones whenusers are
away from their desks or out of the office;

® Notice calling trends, such as back-and-forth calls to the same
person, to ensure that important calls are brought to users’
attention;

= Proactively contact conference participates and add them to
the call — eliminating the need for everyoneto dial into a confer-
ence bridge and to remember pass codes
Decide that calls from people scheduled for meetingslater in
the day should be given higher-than-usualpriority — anticipating
the potential need to postpone, change or reschedule the up-
coming appointment.

With IOTUM,it's simple: important calls get through, unimportant
calls don't. Users gain productivity - and betterstill, lose a lot
of stress.

That's the powerof relevance!

Technology Excellence

IOTUM uses standards-based protocols and hasa patent pending
on the IOTUM Relevance Engine. The Beta version of IOTUM was
released in Fall 2005 and will be commercially available in 2Q2006.
IOTUM was awardedthe 2005 Productof the Year Award by
Internet Telephony magazine.

Our Customers

The IOTUMservice is delivered to end-user professionals through
communications service providers. Leading the wayfor relevant
communications, IOTUM workswith key telecommunications
companies around the globe - providing compelling value-add
services that:

= Generate additional revenue;
" Create sustainable competitive advantage;
= Improve customerloyalty and reduce churn.

Call: +1 613 482 9099 visit: www.iotum.com Blog: www.simplyrelevant.com
lotum Corporation, 6 Gurdwara Road, Suite 205, Ottawa, ON K2E 8A3, Canada
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We bring relevance to communications
Communication Overload:
The Biggest Threat to Productivity

 
How often does this happen? You're working on a project. And,
no soonerthan you hit a good pace, the phonerings — completely
throwing you off. You'd like to take the phoneoff the hook, but
you're waiting for a colleague to call with a critical piece ofinfor-
mation.

You're not alone. The typical office workeris interrupted every
three minutes by a phonecall, e-mail, instant messageor other
distraction.’

With the ever-rising influx of distractions, how can we stay focused
on our priorities? How can we determine which communications
are relevant to the task at hand? How can we be assured that

importantcalls will always get through and find us?

It’s the challenge of communication relevance.

Deliver More Than Just Calls... Deliver the

Right Call, to the Right Place, at the Right Time
Enter IOTUM, the world's first smart platform that solves the problem
of communication overload. IOTUM prioritizes all voice communi-
cations so that busy professionals can talk to whom they want,
whenthey want, and on the device they want - without changing
the way they work orlive.

By mapping inbound communications to work behaviour and
priorities, (OTUM dramatically improves productivity by ensuring
that inbound communications are relevant to the task at hand.

!OTUMis simple for users to configure and seamlessly connects
to their calendar and instant messaging (IM) tools to determine
how specific calls should be handled - makingfiltering decisions
based on who'scalling, time of day, what is on the calendar, etc.

 

‘ Cnet News, Ina Fried, 21 July 2005

By paying attention to calling habits, collaboration needs, IM
presence, schedule, and location, IOTUM can:

® Bring relevant calls to users' attention and send the others to
voicemail;

= Dynamically route important calls to cell phones whenusers are
awayfrom their desks or out of the office;

® Notice calling trends, such as back-and-forth calls to the same
person,to ensure that important calls are brought to users’
attention;

Proactively contact conference participates and add them to
the call - eliminating the need for everyoneto dial into a confer-
ence bridge and to remember pass codes

= Decide that calls from people scheduled for meetingslaterin
the day should be given higher-than-usual priority - anticipating
the potential need to postpone, change or reschedule the up-
coming appointment.

With IOTUM, it's simple: important calls get through, unimportant
calls don't. Your customers gain productivity — and betterstill, lose
a lot of stress. You make your customers moreloyal — and attract
new ones,too.

That's the powerof relevance!

How It Works

The {OTUMservice is based on the patent-pending IOTUM
Relevance Engine™ ~ a network-based communications platform
that understands whois calling and knows what to do with the
call based on the user's preferences,priorities, behaviors, and
other contextual information. IOTUM intelligently filters and routes
calls - offering an enhanced user experience and enabling the
quick deployment of innovative, value-added services.

Instant Messaging

SIP Presence
Coltular Notwork
Bietooth
Vertica! Applications
Business ProcessesSourcesofContext 
DaApplications

The 1OTUM Relevance engine™
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Like a search engine, IOTUM's Contextualizer constantly indexes
and categorizes contextual information. It provides 'what, where,
when’ information to the Rules Processor, which determinesif and
howaCall should be routed.

Utilizing an easily implemented XML-RPC ServicesInterface,
IOTUM connects to your Softswitch, Media Gatewayor IP-PBX.

Adding Value Drives Your Bottom Line

In today's commoditized telephony market, gaining a sustainable
competitive advantage meansoffering more unique value to cus-
tomers. By helping solve the distraction problem, providers gain a
powerful meansto integrate services into the day-to-day worklife
of customers - giving those customers more reason than ever to
stay loyal.

Consider the opportunities:

Make moneytoday
IOTUMis ready out-of-the-box and easily integrated into your
network. So, you can instantly add value to your existing services;

Drive sales of your other existing services
IOTUMis great added to a phoneline. But, it becomestruly
revolutionary once you combineit with wireless, conferencing,
instant messaging and Internet services;

FEATURE BENEFIT
Market-ready IOTUM Relevance
Engine™

IOTUM Pronto Conferencing

BEST AVAILABLE Copy

Develop even more value-added services
|OTUM provides a comprehensiveplatform with a services interface
designed to ease third-party development - enabling you to add
even morevalue to your services.

IOTUM - Innovating the Frontiers of
Communications Services

IOTUMis revolutionizing communications by enabling busy pro-
fessionals to connect with the right people at the right time.

Partnering with telephony, cellular and VoIP companies worldwide,
\OTUMis driving the development of breakthrough communica-
tions services that transform the way people work - making them
more creative, productive and responsive.

The company's patent-pending technology was recently awarded
the 2005 Productof the Year Awardby /nternet Telephony
magazine.

Go to marketinstantly with IOTUM, anintelligent call filtering and routing application that inte-
grates with your existing services. It ensures mobile professionals never miss an importantcall.

Make conference calls more productive. With the new conferencecall feature, the first person that
calls the IOTUM numbertriggers the other participants to join eliminating conference bridge
numbers and pass-codes.

Single point of contact
networks and providers.

Context awareness using
standard information tools

Extensible plug-in architecture
extensible architecture.

Network agnostic

Beyond mere presence, IOTUM assessesuser context by linking seamlessly with existing MS
Outlook and MSN Messengertools.

Users only need to publish one number - IOTUM automatically directs calls across devices,

IOTUM gets moreintelligent as plug-ins that gather more contextual information are addedtoits

Open andproprietary call protocol support allows for low-cost implementation with your existing
infrastructure. IOTUM leverages IP convergence and works across multiple networks and
presence systems.

XML RPCinterface and snap-in
architecture

 
IOTUMintegrates within a matter of days and transitions seamlessly to next-generation networks.

Call: +1 613 482 9099 visit: www.iotum.com Blog: www.simplyrelevant.com
lotum Corporation, 6 Gurdwara Road, Suite 205, Ottawa, ON K2E 8A3, Canada
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Abstract

People are the outsiders in the current communications revolution. Computer hosts, pager terminals,
and telephones are addressable entities throughout the Internet and telephony systems. Human beings,
however, still need application-specific tricks to be identified, like email addresses, telephone numbers, and
ICQ IDs. The key challenge today is to find people and communicate with them personally, as opposed to
communicating merely with their possibly inaccessible machines—cell phones that are turned off, or PCs on
faraway desktops.

Weintroduce the Mobile People Architecture, designed to meet this challenge. The maingoalof this effort
is to put the person, rather than the devices that the person uses, at the endpoints of a communicationsession.
This architecture introduces the concept of routing between people. To that. effect, we define the Personal
Prory, which has a dual role: as a Tracking Agent, the proxy maintains the list of devices or applications
through which a person is currently accessible; as a Dispatcher, the proxy directs communications and uses
Application Drivers to massage communication bits into a format that the recipient can see immediately.
It does all this while protecting the location privacy of the recipient from the message sender. Finally, we
substantiate our architecture with ideas about a future prototype that allows the easy integration of new
application protocols.

Keywords

Personal Mobility, People-level Routing, Personal Proxy, Personal Online Identity
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I. INTRODUCTION

Oneof the defining trends of the 1990s has been the explosive growth of the Internet. A growing
numberof people have Internet access at work, at home, and on the road. Meanwhile, other types
of networks, such as cell phones and pager networks,are proliferating rapidly. In the next decade,
more and more people will expect ubiquitous network access—the ability to communicate with
anyone, anywhere. These trends present us with a numberof challenges:

Enabling ubiquitous reachability. Most people will continue to use a variety of network-enabled
devices and applications to communicate with others. The notion of a one-size-fits-all communica-
tion device is just as misguided as a universal network link or operating system. Basic tradeoffs
like weight, speed, and ease of use will not vanish anytime soon; in the meantime, people will use
different devices and applications at different times. Our ideal of ubiquitous network access cannot
be achieved unless people can be reached regardless of the communication devices or applications
they choose to use.

Maintaining location privacy. Enabling ubiquitous network access unfortunately makes privacy
issues even more urgent than they are now. A system that keeps track of how a personis reachable
and distributes that information without limits could be used to deduce the person’s location and
compromise his privacy. Ideally, people should be able to receive messages anywhere, without
revealing their whereabouts to the entire world.

Thwarting “spam.” Receiving unwanted messages is another type of invasion of privacy. Many
messaging applications have no way to deliver messages unintrusively. For example, most telephones
can either ring or not ring whena. call arrives, instead of ringing for somecallers and taking a message
for others, or ringing during the day and taking a message at night. Users should be able to have
all their incoming communicationsprioritized and filtered on their behalf.

Converting among protocols. Notall application-layer communication protocols can be used byall
devices. For example, most phones are not capable of receiving email. Optimally, communications
would be converted automatically from the sender’s preferred type to the recipient’s preferred type.

Wehave designed the Mobile People Architecture (MPA) to address each of these challenges. In
Section II, we describe how MPAfits into the big picture of networking. In Section III, we give an
overview of MPA.In Section IV, we describe the design of MPA by giving detailed descriptions of
four different usage scenarios. In Section V, we describe the functions of the Personal Proxy, the
key component of the MPA system, which tracks the mobile person and handles communications
on his behalf. In Section VI, we describe related work, and in Section VII we state our conclusions.

Il. THE ROLE OF MPA IN THE NETWORK LAYER MODEL

In this section, we describe how MPAfits into the overall picture of networking and argue that
MPA, or somethinglike it, is a logical extension of the current model of networking.

Networking systems are traditionally organized using a layering model composed of Applica-
tion, Transport/Network, and Link layers (Figure 1). This model is useful in clearly defining the
responsibilities and restrictions of software that exists at each level.

For a layer to be fully implemented, it needs a naming scheme,a way to resolve those names, and
a way to route communications. The Name Types columnof Figure 1 shows the naming scheme
that Internet email uses at each layer. Some examples of names are shown in the Packet Headers
column. These naming schemesusually mandate that the names are unique and changeinfrequently.
In addition, each layer in the figure has a protocol to map its names to lower layer names (the Name
Lookup columnin Figure 1). This mapping facilitates routing a communication to its destination.
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Name Name Packet
Types Lookup Headers

person's Jane
Poor's name ~' a

Layers

 

} LDAP,address book
| a | email 4” jane16@Application address ~

} ONS, /eic/hosts
Transpory|TCP/IP 4”

Network address *

; Ethernet

| ens address
Fig. 1. The Layering Model. We show the traditional networking layers, extended with the People layer.

Name Types shows examplesof the kinds of names used at each layer. Name Lookup shows some methods
of mapping names from each layer to names in the next lower layer. Packet Headers shows examples of
actual names at each layer, and their relative locations in a typical email packet.

 
 
  

There is one key problem with the traditional layering model: it does not explicitly include
people. It seems odd that a communication model would not model people when probably the most
important communication is from one person to another.

To model the full process of personal communication, we need to extend the model to include
people (the new People layer is shown in Figure 1). Although the layer is new in the model, it is
not new in reality. As a result, it is currently implemented in an ad hoc, non-unified way. Peo-
ple are not always named in a unique way, although a name or nicknameis often unique among
those with whom a person communicates frequently. These names (e.g., Jane Mobile) are re-
solved into application-specific names (e.g., jane16@yahoo.com) using a directory service (e.g.,
LDAP [WKH97]J), an address book, or simply from a person’s memory. By directing messages to
application-specific addresses, it is the sender who controls their ultimate destination rather than
the recipient.

As a result, messaging applications (and therefore their users) have difficulty delivering messages
to people who move from one application-specific address to another. For example, if Jane Mobile’s
email address changes because she travels between home and work, Dan Sender’s mail client (and
therefore Dan) cannot reliably send email to her. Even worse, if Jane is temporarily unavailable by
email, but is reachable by phone, Dan cannot communicate with her until she is available by email.
The problem is that Dan cannotidentify Jane in a way that is independentof how sheis reachable.

Thesolution is to create a unified implementation for the People layer. Such an implementation
needs to name people, map people’s names to application-specific addresses, and route communi-
cations between people (which werefer to as people-level routing). Although the first two functions
are partially implemented today, no implementation exists for a people-level router.

Therole of a people-level router is similar to that of an IP router: it takes communication from
a variety of interfaces and directs it out one or more interfaces, based on the recipient’s preferences
and on characteristics of the communication itself. The closest current approximation is a human
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 Dan Sender Jane Mobile

 
   
 

Application
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Dispatcher

Jane Mobile's Personal Proxy

Fig. 2. A Typical Usage Scenario. Dan Senderuseshis cell phone to place a call to Jane Mobile. Thecall is
redirected to Jane Mobile’s laptop through her Personal Proxy. The gray figure and arrow indicate Jane
was recently accessible through hercell phone, but is now accessible through her laptop only.

assistant who answers Jane’s phone,reads her email and forwards her messages by calling, emailing,
or paging her. Aside from wasting the assistant’s time, this implementation would have difficulty
forwarding real-time communication (e.g., forwarding an IP telephony call to her cell phone).

The people-level router is a necessary component of any implementation of the People layer. The
People layer is a logical extension of the traditional layering model which is the basis of current
networking architectures. Therefore, the people-level router is also a logical extension of traditional
networking architectures. The MPA implementation of the people-level router is the Personal Proxy,
which we describe in greater detail in Section V.

III. ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW

The main goal of MPA is to route communication to a mobile person, independently of his
location or the communication applications he is currently using. This people-level routing uses
an addressing scheme that uniquely identifies people. In MPA, these addresses are called Personal
Online IDs (POIDs). The architecture does not depend on how POIDs are maintained or how
people retrieve the POIDsof other people.

Figure 2 shows a typical usage scenario in which Dan Sender wants to initiate communication
with Jane Mobile. If Dan’s communication application (which could be anything ranging from email
to a fax machine) supports MPA, thenit uses Jane’s POID to direct communication to her Personal
Proxy. If Dan’s application is not MPA-awareor if a POID naming schemeis not widely deployed,
then an alternate schemeis used (see Section IV).

The Personal Proxy is the heart of MPA and consists of three components: the Tracking Agent,
the Dispatcher, and a set of Application Drivers. We briefly describe their functions here, and give
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more detailed descriptions in Section V.
The Tracking Agent in Jane’s Personal Proxyis responsible for keeping track of her as she moves

from an application on one device to another application (possibly on another device). For example,
in Figure 2, Jane has switched her cell phone off and is now accessible only via email on her laptop.
The Tracking Agent makes this information available to the Dispatcher in her Personal Proxy.

The Dispatcher processes any communication that arrives at the Personal Proxy. Using Jane’s
accessibility information and her preferences, the Dispatcher directs the communication to the
appropriate application. In some cases, the Dispatcher may call upon an Application Driver to
convert the communication into a form understandable by the receiving application. In Figure 2,
Dan Sender calls Jane on her cell phone. Since she is accessible only via email, an Application
Driver converts the voice message into an email message with an embedded soundfile. This sound
file is then forwarded to Jane’s laptop. An Application Driver could also enforce user-specified
restrictions (e.g., to block spam), or convert intrusive forms of communication into less intrusive
ones (e.g., a phone call into voicemail).

IV. DESIGN

In this section we will describe the design of the Mobile People Architecture by outlining in detail
fourdifferent usage scenarios between Dan Sender and Jane Mobile. In these scenarios, Daninitiates
communication with Jane. We assumethe existence of a Personal Online ID (POID)system.

A. Scenarios for MPA-aware Applications

In the following two scenarios we assumethatall applications are MPA-aware:
Figure 3(a) shows a scenario in which Jane wants privacy; she does not want to reveal her location

to anyone. She also wants to receive communication from Dan, regardless of what application he
is using. To achieve these goals, Jane has her Personal Proxy receive communication on her behalf
and forward it to her. The Personal Proxy acts as an enhanced online analog to the humanassistant
referred to in Section II. We show below how the Personal Proxy achieves the goals of privacy and
application-independent communication.

Dan enters Jane’s POID into his communications application. If Dan is going to communicate
with Jane, he knows her POID, just like he knows her real name. The application sends a query with
Jane’s POID to a Directory Service (DS) such as LDAP. Based on the POID andtheapplication
type, the Directory Service returns the relevant Prory Application-Specific Address (PASA)of Jane’s
Personal Proxy (e.g., jane@janemobile.nom for email or 555-1000 for telephony). For each type
of application that Jane uses, her proxy has a corresponding PASA. This allows the Personal
Proxy to intercept and redirect all communication to Jane’s applications which are at undisclosed
Application-Specific Addresses (ASA). Some examples are janei6@yahoo.com or 123-4567.

Dan’s application initiates communication with Jane’s Personal Proxy at the returned PASA.
Her proxy determines which of her applications should receive the communication. If necessary, it
also converts the communication into a different format and then forwards it to Jane's application.
Note that at no point is Dan or his application aware of the redirection; this ensures Jane’s location
privacy.

Figure 3(b) shows a scenario in which Jane does not care to conceal her location. Here, the
Personal Proxy does not participate in the communication between Dan’s and Jane’s applications.
Instead, the Personal Proxy updates the Directory Service with the ASAs of Jane’s currently avail-
able applications. In the figure, we refer to this as Tracking Info.
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Fig. 3. Four Usage Scenarios of MPA. Widearrowsindicate the transfer of communication data, and thin
arrows indicate the transfer of control data.

Dan enters Jane’s POID into his communications application. The application sends a query with
Jane’s POID to a Directory Service (DS) such as LDAP. Based on the POID andthe application
type, the Directory Service returns Jane’s current ASAs.

Dan’s application initiates communication directly with Jane’s application using the returned
ASA. While this scenario is moreefficient than the first scenario, it does not offer the same privacy
andapplication-independent communication benefits.

B. Scenarios for Legacy Applications

In the following two scenarios we assumethat no applications are MPA-aware. Weillustrate that
MPAis flexible enough to support legacy applications.

Figure 3(c) shows a scenario in which Jane desires privacy and application-independent communi-
cation. Since Dan’s application does not recognize POIDs, Dan must manually query the Directory
Service to obtain Jane’s PASA. Dan feeds the PASAinto his application. The application sends
the communication using the PASA as a destination address. The communication is routed to
the Personal Proxy. As before, the Personal Proxy determines which of Jane’s applications should
receive the communication. If necessary, it converts the communication and then forwardsit to
Jane’s application using that application’s ASA.
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Fig. 4. The Personal Proxy Design. Various communication types are shown entering the Personal Proxy
through the top. Arrows indicate possible routes through the Dispatcher and the Application Drivers to
the mobile person's applications.

The scenario in which Jane does notcare to hide her location from Dan,is similar to the second
scenario in the previous subsection. The only difference is that Dan must query the Directory
Service to obtain the ASA of Jane’s available application. Weillustrate the scenario in Figure 3(d).

C. Sender Privacy

In the scenarios above we emphasize the receiving person’s preferences for privacy. MPA is
flexible enough to support location privacy for the sender as well as the receiver. If a sending
person has requested location privacy, all of his communication must travel through his Personal
Proxy. If his application is MPA-aware, this is straightforward: he configures the application so
that it always sends communication to the PASA of his Personal Proxy. However, if the application
is not MPA-aware, we need to perform some kind of application-level encapsulation. Thatis,
the user must incorporate the recipient’s POID within the application’s data and must set the
application’s destination address to be the PASA of his Personal Proxy. When the Personal Proxy
receives the communication, it must use the receiver’s POID to obtain fromthe directory service
the appropriate ASA (or PASAif the receiver has also requested privacy) to use when forwarding
the communication.

V. PERSONAL PROXY DESIGN

The Personal Proxy performs a numberof key functions in the MPA system:it keeps track of the
mobile person’s whereabouts; accepts incoming communications on the person’s behalf; converts
or filters communication data; and delivers communications to the correct Application-Specific
Address.

The general design of the Personal Proxy is shown in Figure 4. The Tracking Agent keeps
track of the mobile person’s whereabouts. Meanwhile, communications arrive through a variety of
application-specific protocols, shown at the top of the diagram. The Dispatcher uses the Filtering
Routing Rules (derived from the person’s preferences) and his current location (obtained from the
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Tracking Agent) to determine which Application Drivers should be invoked to convertorfilter the
communication. The Dispatcher then sends the communication to the correct application.

In the following sections we discuss the componentsof the Personal Proxy in more detail.

A. Tracking Agent

A.1 Tracking

The Tracking Agent keeps track of the applications through which a mobile person is most
likely to be accessible at a particular time. The person conveys this information by registering
applications with the Tracking Agent. A registration does not guarantee that the person will be
accessible through this application; it merely indicates that heis likely to be reached at the registered
application.

A.2 Registration

An application can be registered in a variety of ways; the method used dependson the application
type and user preferences. The registration can be manual, automatic, polled, or based on some
user-specified profile:
e Manual registration requires the mobile user to perform some task to indicate that heis likely
to be accessible through an application. He might enter his username and passwordinto a secure
web page or dial a particular phone numberandenter a personal code. The user might provide an
estimate of how long he expects to use the application, or might perform another manual task to
deregister the application.
e Automatic registration relieves the user from any manual task; instead, the application or op-
erating system senses a user’s presence and automatically registers with the Tracking Agent. For
example, a device might assume that a user is present when he turns on the device, or when it
detects that the user’s “smart badge” is within range. This is just a hint that the user is present;
it is the responsibility of automatic registration mechanisms to maximize the probability that this
information is accurate while still being user-friendly. This automatic type of registration requires
new software on the device.

e Polled registration requires no effort fromeither the user or the application. The Tracking Agent
periodically polls each of a user's applications or devices to detect if the application is running or
the device is turned on. For example, polling might be done by pinging the device or by sending a
message to the application and waiting for an acknowledgement. Polled registration is not practical
for certain devices, such as one-way pagers.
e User-specified profiles allow users to specify a priori which applications they are likely to be using
in the future. A user might have a profile that indicates the days and times heis likely to use
each application. The user can modify the profile as often as desired. Although this option does
not provide dynamic detection of active applications, as the previous methods do,it is simple to
implement and may be the only feasible option for receive-only devices like one-way pagers.

B. Dispatcher

The Dispatcher receives incoming communications and decides whether the data need to be
processed through an Application Driver. It bases this decision on preferences set by the recipient
(e.g., “Send all ICQ communications to my pager”) and information from the Tracking Agent about
the recipient’s location. If the message needs to be converted, the Dispatcher attemptsto find the

9
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Application Drivers necessary to convert the communication to the appropriate application-specific
protocol.

To make the Personal Proxy easily extensible, the Dispatcher is not able to make decisions based
on application-specific properties of the communication. Actions such as “Throw out all emails
that contain Java objects” have to be madeby Application Drivers, which are described in the next
section.

C. Application Drivers

A vital goal of MPAis to allow for the easy integration of new applications. To achieve this goal,
we limit application-specific knowledge to small, modular blocks called Application Drivers. All
other parts of MPA have to know only what types of application-specific protocols there are, not
the details of each protocol.

Ideally, a driver should be able to convert any communication to any other format; however, in
practice it is doubtful whether this is practical or desirable. In somesituations the best a driver can
do is to embed one format within another (e.g., embed a voicemail message as a soundfile within
an email message). Generally we can distinguish four types of drivers:
e Stream-to-stream drivers transform onelive stream into another. This is currently most likely to
be of interest for voice-based applications. Since these drivers must perform complex operations
understringent real-titne constraints, they are the most difficult to design.
« Stream-to-message drivers convert a live stream into a message. If a user is contacted with an
interactive streaming format but is only reachable by non-interactive message types, the Personal
Proxy can use this type of driver. This is similar to the functionality of a voicemail system.
e Message-to-message drivers convert one message format to another, a process which need not be
performedin real time.
« Filter drivers enable one of the key features of MPA: enabling users to direct incoming commu-
nications based on application-specific properties, such as keywords.

It is important to note that while the Application Drivers are shown in Figure 4 as being com-
pletely contained within the Personal Proxy, a driver can be built using a client-server model. Most
of the real work could be accomplished by a server on a different machine; the local driver would
be a simple stub that communicates with the server. The Berkeley NINJA Project [GWBC99]
demonstrates the potential of such a system (see Section VI).

Message storage, performedin the figure by the calendar server and the POP? server,is outside
the scope of the Personal Proxy. In ourdesign, we leverage the support for message storage already
provided by applications.

VI. RELATED WORK

Several projects and products are related to our work on MPA. This is a very goodindication of
the growing interest in supporting convenient and instant communication with people on the move.
While these other efforts share goals with our project, they do not. provide a coherent end-to-end
mode! that integrates people with the communications hierarchy. In our model, people are the
ultimate endpoints.

The AT&T Easy Reach 500 Service [ATT] and the ever-popular instant messaging schemes, such
as ICQ [ICQ] and AOL’s Instant Messenger [Amel], clearly reflect people’s desire to stay connected.
The 500 Service is somewhat primitive. It does not track the owner of the 500 number;instead,
it calls a predetermined list of numbers in turn, unti] somebody answers. The instant messaging
services use proprietary naming schemes, thus hindering interoperability.
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